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ABSTRACT 
FPGA based MAC has evolved into significant research field within engineering that encompasses the science of 

signal processing for developing a real-time digital analysis system. Due to the dynamic nature of applications, the 

MAC unit should offer low processing time and high resource optimization. In this paper, we propose novel 

multiplier-accumulator (MAC) hybrid architecture based on CSA with focus on development and advancement 

involving image/video processing based algorithms and other digital constraints. Many of the existing approaches 

rely on basic factor multiplication and accumulation as separate entities which would increasing the resources and 

time. An essential factor in effective design of novel MAC unit is the incorporation of multiplication and 

accumulation as single entity with accuracy and reduced cost. Further, application requires the minimum possible 

delay based on well defined principles. Unfortunately, MAC based on the existing approaches has high delay due to 

accumulator despite the large scale research and models. Henceforth, we incorporated Carry Save Adder (CSA) 

technique along with several parametric constraints to ensure the feasibility, effectiveness and efficiency of the 

proposed framework in comparison with the existing methods.  

 

The novel structure of CSA exploits the radix-2 based 1’s complement with benefits of altered Booth’s Algorithm 

that address the sign expansion while minimizing the bits requirement based on operation constraints. The 

simulations analysis was carried out using ModelSim for conceptual analysis and Xilinx for feasibility analysis of 

the concept. 

 

     INTRODUCTION
“Electronic FPGA engineering” has become the most popular engineering discipline within a short panel time. 

Fundamentally this engineering discipline deals with the best practice for developing FPGA hardware based systems 

that refines the MOORE’s LAW with a wide range of systems. Most of the world is dependent upon hardware based 

systems that are differentiated based on the resources, architecture, power dissipation, and computational time [1]. 

FPGA based MAC has evolved into significant research field within engineering that encompasses the science of 

signal processing for developing a real-time digital analysis system. Due to the dynamic nature of applications, the 

MAC unit should offer low processing time and high resource optimization with focus on development and 

advancement involving image/video processing based algorithms and other digital constraints. The FPGA architecture 

of the MAC is primary factor for righteous real-time of an application development phase as there is significant 

complexity and resources attached. 

 

In the era of digital revolution, advancements in digital-media, network protocols, high speed transmission of digital 

information has created the need for real-time digital analysis. There has been a significant research progress in the 

area of real-time signal processing with applications ranging from filtering to pattern recognition. The most common 

and basic block that needs to be incorporated for any digital analysis would be ALU’s, adder and multiplier. 

 

This fact signifies the predominance of FPGA on hardware design activities. In general, these designs will be 

developed with series of different activities which need to be carried out simultaneously. The set of engineering frame 

work activities consists of various tasks like requirement design, resource allocation, and feasibility verification using 
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VHDL/Verilog, power/resource estimation [1].  Most of the present industrial clients are having conflicting demands 

about computation time, power dissipation factor, and architecture quality. These demands are really troubling the 

present industry. This is a serious need to think much about this situation in order to overcome the challenges arise 

due to conflicting demands. 

 

To deal with the above challenges proper care should be taken while designing with reference computation time, 

power dissipation factor, and architecture quality. Hence my research work was focused more upon developing an 

innovative Multiplier-Accumulator (MAC) schematic which should aid the engineers to develop systems which 

reduced delay thus minimizing power requirement which ultimately minimizes the computation cost while offering 

improved architecture [2]. To gain extensive knowledge about these models, I reviewed many research publications 

and few text books related to the latest updates of multipliers, accumulators, and Multiplier-Accumulators (MAC).   

 

Hardware engineering is a science that estimates the minimum possible resources and power dissipation considered 

necessary for the design and development of a system in concern. The inexactness of this development cost and overall 

power estimation is the main cause for the significant research and frustration of many organizations [1]. In recent 

years, various frameworks were introduced for cost effective (i.e. minimum delay) based architecture of different 

logical operational units necessary for various applications; unfortunately their efficiency is very low which includes 

high power dissipation, complex models and larger size. Due to rapid developments in image processing applications 

and real-time constraints Fast multipliers are evolving into integral part of various DSP systems [3].  

 

The major problem regarding the development of fast multipliers lies with speed of accurate estimation and the sheer 

size of system which includes the use optimized resources, location of power source, logical units defined as metrics 

and the duration to complete delay. In general, it is commonly accepted fact that delay plays a prominent role in 

assessing the effectiveness of the system followed by the size and cost of the hardware. Unfortunately, these 

frameworks does not focus on the vital issues as it allows the enhancement of effective design which of great 

importance in digital signal processing application most in multimedia based applications (both offline and real-time). 

Since the multiplication is a basic operation that includes other basic arithmetic units such as addition, and/or 

subtraction, and shift operations in sequential and repetitive manner. We firmly believed that any repetitive logic could 

be designed in faster manner with limited use of resources that further reduces the power dissipation.  

 

 
Figure 1. Basic block diagram of multiplication block 

It is evident that the principle behind multiplication is technically a two-stage i.e. estimation of partial products and 

accumulation of the shifted partial products. It is evident that more than one approach is essential for successive 

additions so that there is a meaningful resource available for the shifted partial product estimation of the accurate 
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product that is critical for unique application. The designed architecture should ensure that ‘multiplier’ is adaptive 

shifted so as the gates receives the assigned bit of the ‘multiplicand’ which is vital aspect for enhancing and accurate 

estimation of the MAC system. Any multiplication must be carried out in a more diligently as it is a multi-operand 

operation. It is defined by set of executable arithmetic which performs a computational complex problem in an 

optimum manner as per the application requirement. Hence, there is concern of delayed response after each operation 

as gated instance of the multiplicand must all be in the same column of the shifted partial product matrix as they added 

to form the product bit for the particular form as presented in the figure 1.  

 

Table 1: Varying Levels of complexity for evaluation of Hardware design and application 

 

Level 1 

 

Mathematical approaches (+/-) 

Boolean approaches 

Relational operation for data analysis 

 

Level 2 

Simple mathematical calculations (* / %) 

Simple interrelated approaches 

Relational operation for multi-dimensional data analysis 

 

 

Level 3 

Mathematical approaches 

Complex interrelated approaches 

Complex relational operation for multi-dimensional data analysis 

Analysis of data parameter and software requirements 

 

 

 

Level 4 

Complex mathematical approaches such as differential/integral based 

expression 

Complex logical operations based on soft-computing 

A complex combination of Boolean and Mathematical approaches  

Illustration and analysis of obscure operation 

 

Level 5 

Real-time data analysis 

Storage and offline processing by determining the priority 

Complex listing and queuing approaches 

 

The primary steps in any process were to comprehend, evaluate, analyze and characterize the architecture of the system 

based on the requirement and application in which it would be incorporated. [4]. When proposed architecture of the 

hardware is insufficient or when the performance of hardware is limited then more often we alter the programming 

logic design to ensure proper working of the system as expected. To extend the multiplication to both signed and 

unsigned numbers, a convenient number system would be the representation of numbers in two’s complement format 

[5]. As discussed, multiplication is a sequence of repetitive additions that generates a partial product at each stage of 

the operation. Multiplication is the popular eminent algorithmic frameworks that are commonly employed between 

two operands that can be viewed as two stage analysis as presented below [3-5] 

1. Stage 1: Partial products between elements of the operands in consideration (for integers it become twice 

the size) 

2. Stage 2: Accumulates these partial products and adds them but the repetitive addition has a significant 

delay. Henceforth focus has been shifted to positional analysis.   

 

In this paper, we present a novel architecture for the Multiplier-Accumulator (MAC) Unit which, is predominantly 

used in several Multi-media processing based applications. In brief the proposed MAC algorithm system is based on 

operational manner of radix-4 algorithm incorporated with a vital functionality which defines the independence of the 

design focused Multiplier along with 34-bit CSA based on what it offers and how well it can be used to improve speed 

by minimizing the delay. In addition, it is also the parameter that ensures compatibility and transition from one 
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platform to another i.e. MIPS was implemented as micro processors and permitted high performance pipeline 

implementations through the use of their simple register oriented instruction sets.  

 

LITERATURE SURVEY 
In this section, we discuss various existing logical units (adder, subtractor, multiplier and accumulator) systems for 

digital applications while analyzing their drawbacks and advantages.  Within the field of engineering, VLSI has 

evolved into an important and complex task in assessment of the feasibility of the hardware as it is vital in precise 

analysis of required operations and resources required in precise manner for the application. Several issues that plague 

the progress of the effort are the common understanding which it very complex and highly improbable to precisely 

assess the entire architecture from design to development to improve the delay, cost while maintaining the limited size 

of the system [4].  

 

Due to the constant exploration within the field of semiconductor and introduction of nano-technology, there are 

several commonly used approaches were proposed for various classes of applications as presented in table 1. Based 

on the simulation results, we observe that each of existing approach has advantages as well as drawback in comparison 

with other approaches, as their advantages and limitations are often complimentary to each other. To understand the 

advantages and limitation of any method it is very important to know when you can use which method to estimate 

your delay [6-12]. The major issues of not improving delay of the logical unit can be credited to a several reasons of 

which the prime focus of this exposition is followed by below things [8]:  

 The wrong scheduling of operand or non performing approach may be employed for shift the partial product  

 The characteristic of the real-time problem for which the system is designed may not permit for improvement 

in delay and 

 The constraints and process steps might repeatedly ignore several factors due to obscure design practice. 

 

It is quite evident that the amount of background information on resource planning is essential for effective design in 

time is limited; all features as per the optimized requirement and various constraints needs to be considered. In 

addition, any system comes with considerable risks that can be mitigated as the most vital and critical attributes could 

have been assumed. But to the complexity increases with the decrease in size that could enhance the possibility of 

making the mistakes such as enhanced delay or power dissipation from one stage to another. Young et.al [7] introduced 

hybrid architecture of multiplier-and-accumulator (MAC) by exploiting both multiplier and accumulator with a carry 

save adder for high-speed arithmetic. Moreover, they synthesized over various sizes based on the benchmarked CMOS 

library. The simulation results prove that there was improvement in the delay, pipelining scheme, optimized resources 

in an effective manner. The proposed MAC was adaptable to various applications that encompass various signal 

processing applications. Vasant B.D et.al [8] introduced a schematic that addresses low power consumption and 

stratifies the necessary constraints of real-time applications. They exploit Booth algorithm in the architectural design 

of the system to address that commonly know limitations such as the enhanced area, resources and delay. 

 

Jagadeesh.s et.al  [9] developed a hybrid architecture of MAC for real-time digital signal processing applications that 

needs high-speed arithmetic. The efficiency of the proposed system was enhanced by carry save adder (CSA) and 

exploiting SPST (Spurious Power Suppression Technique). It is evident from the simulation results that the Booth 

Multiplier would enhance the performance by improving computation speed of Multipliers and SPST reduces the 

power consumption. Sathish, M. M., and Sailaja, M. [10] introduces high-speed arithmetic MAC architecture by 

exploiting the advantages of multiplier and accumulator in a single phase to improve the overall performance of the 

MAC. It is general understanding that the accumulator carries the maximum delay that arises in MAC but due to the 

incorporation CSA tree structure that utilizes 1’s-complement-based radix-2 modified Booth’s algorithm (MBA) along 

with the other modified features offer superior functionalities that could helpful for various real-time applications.  

Tsoumanis, K. et.al. [11] presented an optimized design of fused Add-Multiply (FAM) that forms a part of new ALU 

development that is used effectively as a local complex arithmetic operator for diverse DSP applications. This strategy 

examines the operator that exploits Modified Booth technique to evaluate the direct sum between 2 numbers. 

Comparing them with the FAM designs which use existing recoding schemes, the proposed technique yields 

considerable reductions in terms of critical delay, hardware complexity and power consumption of the FAM unit. 

Mactaggart, I. R. et.al. [12] signified the importance of the parallel-data arithmetic computations over various 
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distributed arithmetic technique. Several other designs and structures they applications and characteristics are 

presented by several researchers [13-18].  

 

The standard set extension of the multiplier framework for creating the initial direct structure that offers perspective 

apart from traditional systems which are essentially instruments to comprehend the growing requirement in DSP 

applications. The addition of partial products based on encoding framework should be as parallel as possible to 

minimize the delay that propagates the entire operation that depends on number of inputs. Ant brilliant structure is 

prepared to process completely operations that are well defined and authentic i.e. to enhance the computational speed 

of a multiplier by reducing the delay and/or the number of the partial products.  

 

MULTIPLIER AND ACCUMULATOR (MAC)  
A multiplier between any two binary numbers involves two main operations i.e. shift and add. Unfortunately, each of 

the product obtain at a location needs to be saved till the corresponding partial product is available thus increasing the 

number operations as well as delay.  In fact the modern multipliers operation can be expresses with three major 

components as presented in figure 2 i.e. booth encoding, partial product summation and final addition that is calculated 

by the addition of corresponding sum and carry. But MAC includes a major fourth step of accumulation, as shown in 

figure. 2, which shows the operational steps in explicit manner. 

 

 
Figure 2. Basic Steps of MAC 

 

To the unclearness of MAC architecture and expression in creating framework, the pure multiplication operation is 

extremely useful. Significantly to tackle the ambiguities concerned within the general MAC architecture, method of 

multiplying two unsigned values X and Y could be executed. The general, N-bit 2’s complement is  

 
Upon expanding to base-4 type based on sign form, we have  

 

 
Mathematically multiplication is defined as  
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And MAC is defined by the expression  

 
 

Each term in the expression i.e. “Y+Z” and “X*(Y+Z)” are independently evaluated [6]. The number of partial 

products obtained in the multiplier depends on the number of bits multiplied. The delay and computation time required 

for the serial addition would be significant that could be addressed by incorporating the benefits of the Booth 

techniques by exploiting radix-2 approach.  Upon applying this approach the number of operations required for partial 

product is minimized to half. The total schematic of the entire process based on its operations employed at modular 

level is exploited at various stages of pipeline design as illustrated in figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3. Pipeline design illustrating various stages of MAC in two N-bit multiplications 

 

It is evident that there is a significant relation between inputs, partial products and final adder that needs to be balanced 

in order to have an optimum delay for the proposed MAC. Any change in one of the factors would results a 

corresponding impact on other two attributes. In addition, to increase the output rate when pipelining is applied, the 

outputs sum and carry from each CSA get accumulated which in turn becomes the input of the final adder. Due to this 

feedback analysis of both sum and carry, the number of inputs to CSA increases, compared to the standard design and 

[17]. 

 

MAC Unit 

It is well documented MAC consists of prime components i.e. multiplier, adder, and an accumulator based on the 

selection of scale drivers have an impact on the delay and detail deliberations are studied in coming sections and 

chapters. Therefore, each scale driver taken depends on various applications factors and features such “Carry- Select” 

or “Carry-Save” adder is incorporated for DSP applications wherein computation speed is of utmost importance. An 

effective assessment helps like parallel array multiplier could be exploited as multiplier. 

 

The implementation vagueness covers the inputs for the MAC to multiplication segment is completed and offers result 

to adder and based on the operational factors it accumulates the result into a memory location. To multiply the values 

of A and B, Modified Booth multiplier is used instead of conventional multiplier because Modified Booth multiplier 

can increase the MAC unit design speed and reduce multiplication complexity. This MAC unit has 34 bit output and 

its operation is to add repeatedly the multiplication results. Power delay product is calculated by multiplying the power 

consumption result with the time delay. 

 

A radix-4 modified Booth's algorithm 

Booth's technique powerful approach to enhance MAC performance that depends largely on partial products and 

accumulator features by minimizing partial products. The radix-4 offers the major benefits i.e. the in conventional 
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process 17 partial products needs to be addressed for two 16-bits signed or unsigned multiplication whereas Radix-4 

has a 3x term  needs to be employed encoding processing. At any given instance, this radix-4 modified Booth's factor 

is combination 3 bits grouping inputs for the multiplier that overlaps and has half of the partial products. Hence the 

Booth’s radix-4 significantly enhances the computation speed of the system with the basic steps discussed in detail 

[19]. 

 

Sign or zero extension 

This is an important factor that determines the maximum extent of the MAC application and performance along with 

its functional durability. In case of MAC, signed or unsigned multiplication is supported which produces final result 

up to 64-bits that are stored in two 32-bit register. The impact of the application failure is insignificant as 17 partial 

products are generated.  Here is an example of signed and unsigned multiplication.  

 

 
 

Carry Save Adder (CSA) 

When three or more operands are to be added simultaneously using two operand adders, the time consuming carry 

propagation must be repeated several times. If the number of operands is ‘k’, then carries have to propagate (k-1) 

times. In the carry save addition, we let the carry propagate only in the last step, while in all the other steps we generate 

the partial sum and sequence of carries separately. A CSA is capable of reducing the number of operands to be added 

from 3 to 2 without any carry propagation. A CSA can be implemented in different ways. In the simplest 

implementation, the basic element of carry save adder is the combination of two half adders or 1 bit full adder. 

 

PROPOSED DESIGN 
 The major problem regarding the MAC lies with delay and the duration to complete the operation as real-time 

applications needs high speed and minimum delay. In terms of hardware engineering, the measure of hardware design 

quality and feasibility can be expressed as a function of the issues related with the product i.e. is it has minimum delay, 

size, and power consumption and so on. With significant rise in the demand of the quality in multipliers, MAC is 

becoming a popular method to address such issues of DSP system. The MAC technique can be viewed as collection 

of independent heterogeneous sub-modules for practical advantage to mark each module individually based on the 

characteristic and functionality. The marking of the individual circuit design to investigate various Pipelined 

multiplier/accumulator to achieve low power consumption is prime motivation of the investigation. This helps us to 

investigate and mark every module in MAC in one run; a conventional MAC contains the sum of the previous 

consecutive products as given by expression below: 

 

F = Σ A i Bi 

 

The major factor of this research is to enhance the speed of the MAC unit, while minimizing the power consumption 

and delay. In a pipelined MAC circuit, the delay of pipeline stage is the delay of a 1-bit full adder. Estimating this 

delay will assist in identifying the overall delay of the pipelined MAC. The feasibility study of the entire MAC depends 

on three factors i.e. size, power and delay which are calculated for a full adder, thus it helps us in designing a low 

powered pipelined MAC unit. 
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Proposed Encoder Design 

In this section, we propose new hybrid multipliers that consolidate various attributes required for DSP based systems. 

It is evident that conventional multiplier utilizes a combination of addition, subtraction, and shift operations to 

evaluation and repeated in case of large bits. Each technique has several advantages and corresponding limitations, so 

to obtain a precise evaluation a partial product is generated at end of each stage of adder. When the operands are 

interpreted as integers, the product is generally twice the length of operands in order to preserve the information 

content. The entire process complex, henceforth the multipliers are mostly decomposed into two parts that benefits 

and optimizes good hardware design fold i.e. evaluation of partial products and accumulation of the shifted partial 

products. Booth algorithm is a high-speed multiplication technique that allows use of parallel counters for smaller, 

faster multiplication circuits, by recoding the numbers that are multiplied. By incorporating the radix-4 technique it is 

quite possible to reduce the number of partial products by half. One of the major advantage of the MBA if that its 

operation speed is faster than of array multiplier the basic block diagram is presented in the figure 5. It is evident that 

shifting and adding for each multiplier column and multiply by 1 or 0 provides a similar result wherein every second 

column is multiplied by ±1, ±2, or 0. Furthermore, essential and meaningful available resources (power and delay) are 

preserved [21]. In addition, a group of three bit-blocks are generated with a constraint that each bit-block overlap the 

prior one by 1-bit. 

 

 
Figure 4. The basic block diagram of MBA 

 

Each block is decoded to generate the correct partial product. The encoding of the multiplier Y, using the modified 

booth algorithm, generates the following five signed digits, -2, -1, 0, +1, +2. Each encoded digit in the multiplier 

performs a certain operation on the multiplicand, X. 

 

 
Figure.5 Illustration of multiplication using modified Booth encoding 

 

With constant development and evolution within the research area of software engineering there is a significant rise 

in cost assessment techniques that focus of duration and coding length.  Radix-4 Modified Booth algorithm is 

incorporated to minimize the partial products by half. In addition, a significant number of outputs are zeros hence 

these computations can be neglected which reduces the power consumption. When the operand besides the Booth 
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encoded one has a small absolute value, there are opportunities to reduce the spurious power dissipated in the 

compression tree 

 

 
Figure. 6 Booth partial product selector logic 

 

Partial product 

The basic block diagram for the Booth encoder of the proposed system that incorporates the selector logic mechanism 

is presented in the Figure 6.  As explained in earlier section, we focus on minimizing the number of partial products 

generated for capitalize the delay generated by the accumulator block.  The coding is performed over signed and 

unsigned bits.  

 

Proposed Encoder 

In this section, we present the proposed system that would enhance the robustness along with the speed of 

Multiplication algorithm.  We decompose the multiplication into three major phases: 

1) Generation of the partial products;  

2) Addition of these products based on the constraints proposed 

3) Computation of the output by adding final rows. 

By analysis of the each phase based on MBA the number of partial products could be reduced to half in the initial 

phases just improving the alternate phases. Modified Booth Encoding (MBE) is a popular scheme of coding data 

within the digital domain in an effective manner.  

 

SPST 

The SPST involves the calculation of the “best basis”, which is a minimal representation if the relative to a particular 

function.  The basic SPST can be viewed as a technique that can dramatically reduce the power dissipation of 

combinational VLSI designs for multimedia/DSP purposes. The next level of the tree is the result of one step and 

subsequent levels in the tree are constructed by recursively applying partial product addition from previous transform 

step. The 1st case illustrates a transient state in which the spurious transitions of carry signals occur in the MSP though 

the final result of the MSP are unchanged. The 2nd and the 3rd cases describe the situations of one negative operand 

adding another positive operand without and with carry from LSP, respectively. Moreover, the 4th and the 5th cases 

respectively demonstrate the addition of two negative operands without and with carry-in from LSP.  

                                   AMSP          = A[15:8]; BMSP = B[15:8] ; 

                                   Aand            = A[15] A[14] A[8]; 

                                   Band            = B[15] B[14] B[8];] 
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Latches implemented by simple AND gates are used to control the input data of the MSP. When the MSP is necessary, 

the input data of MSP remain the same as usual, while the MSP is negligible, the input data of the MSP become zeros 

to avoid switching power consumption. Further to decrease the glitch signals occurred in the cascaded circuits which 

are usually adopted in VLSI architectures designed for video coding. 

 

 
Figure 7. 16-bit adder/subtractor design example adopting the proposed SPST. 

 

SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this section, the simulations results of proposed multiplier-accumulator (MAC) that offers improved delay and 

speed for real-time digital signal processing (DSP) applications are presented.  Computer simulations were simulated 

using ModelSim for conceptual analysis and Xilinx for feasibility analysis of the concept.  

Phase 1: Analysis 

 

 
Figure 8. Simulation analysis of the proposed MAC 

Phase 2: Design Flow 

Initial investigation to simulation analysis, was based on the randomness of the process in consideration.   Hence, to 

measure the robustness of the proposed system, we need to evaluate the design flow of proposed FPGA architecture 

of the proposed system. The FPGA offers inter connected logic blocks with a two dimensional arrays wherein both 

are programmable. Logic blocks are programmed to implement a desired function and interconnect are programmed 
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using the switch boxes to connect the logic blocks. Our basic metric set of the hardware structure focuses on size 

(area), computation time, power dissipation and unforeseen defects for the feasibility of the system, and optimized 

design.  In Xilinx case methods calibrate the model to specific environment and/or project time circumstances based 

on logic blocks that consist of Look-up-table and Flip-Flop. Unfortunately, Look-up-table based methods are highly 

correlated to the several parameters in above discussion which lead to mixed results. The proposed method uses a 

combination of registered and non-registered outputs from the Look-up-tables to offer robust, efficient, and consistent 

results.    

 

 
Figure 9. below shows a 4-input LUT based implementation of logic block 

 

Phase 3: Synthesis Result 
The alternative analysis is created RTL methodology, wherever it imparts their seeing concerning endeavor house. 

With proposed algorithm getting to be a lot of dynamic, self-ruling we evaluate the synthesis analysis using Xilinx 

ISE tool and other concerns are addressed. In this phase, gate level based net-list is generated based on the proposed 

system RTL model that is mapped with SPL. The proposed MAC design is synthesized on a Spartan 3E. 

 

Device utilization summary: 

 

 
 

In timing summery, details regarding time period and frequency is shown are approximate while synthesize. After 

place and routing is over, we get the exact timing summery. Hence the maximum operating frequency of this 

synthesized design is given as 86.987 MHz and the minimum period as 11.496 ns. Here, OFFSET IN is the minimum 

input arrival time before clock and OFFSET OUT is maximum output required time after clock. 

CONCLUSION 
 In this paper, we proposed novel multiplier-accumulator (MAC) hybrid architecture based on CSA with focus on 

development and advancement involving image/video processing based algorithms and other digital constraints. It has 

been verified that the essential factor in effective design of novel MAC unit is the incorporation of multiplication and 

accumulation as single entity with accuracy and reduced cost. We incorporated Carry Save Adder (CSA) technique 
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along with several parametric constraints to ensure the feasibility, effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed 

framework in comparison with the existing methods.  

 The developed MAC design is modelled and is simulated using the Modelsim which shows promising results 

in delay and area issues. 

 the simulation results are discussed by considering different cases that show the proposed system is applicable 

for real time applications and speedy DSP application based on Design flow analysis. 

 The RTL model is synthesized using the Xilinx tool in Spartan 3E and their synthesis results were discussed 

with the help of generated reports show that resources employed is reduced, delay has been addresses and 

computation time of the proposed system is high. 

 The novel structure of CSA exploiting the radix-4 based 1’s complement with benefits of Modified Booth’s 

Algorithm (MBA) addressed the sign expansion in an effective manner while minimizing the bits requirement 

based on operation constraints is feasible.  
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